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WEED KILLER
Glyphosate 680 GRANULES
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NEW DRY-GRANULAR GLYPHOSATE TECHNOLOGY: SMART GRANULE
Tuffweed’s new granule is a smart dry formulation making it very clean, easy and simple to
use with reduced risk of messy liquid spills.

Each Tuffweed 680 Dry Granule is power packed with our all-in-one weed killer formulation
and 680g/kg of dry mono glyphosate salt delivering unsurpassed results.
Tuffweed 680 allows for very accurate dosing giving greater certainty over results. It also
reduces the risk of over and under dosing that can lead to poor results and resistance.

TRI-STAR FORMULATION: RAPID UPTAKE & KILL
Tuffweed 680 Tri-star formulation combines triple action
surfactants that WET, STICK and RAIN FAST the powerful 680g/kg
of mono glyphosate salt ensuring rapid up take and fast Kill.
Our in-built Surfactants greatly assist uptake of glyphosate by the
plant, as plant types vary greatly from waxy, hairy, thin-leafed,
broadleaf, woody weeds etc. For TUFF to kill weeds a high quality
all-in-one formulation is critical to give best results!

TRIPLE ACTION

SURFACTANTS

Tuffweed 680 Granules combines our latest Rain Fast formulation
providing greater certainty when rain is apparent.

POWERFUL 680G/KG (MONOAMMONIUM) DRY GLYPHOSATE SALT:
SUPER CONCENTRATE
Premium 680g/kg mono glyphosate is super concentrated and power packed providing
rapid brown out and kill. A 5g measure spoon is provided for accurate dosing.
sååGRAMSåååLITREåOFåWATERåTOåKILLåMANYåWEEDSåANDåGRASSES
såååGRAMSåååLITRESåOFåWATERåTOåKILLåMANYåWEEDSåANDåGRASSES
(Rates vary for different weed species, always refer to the leaflet)

DISSOLVES QUICKLY IN WATER:

Please note: Always fill container with water first then add 5 grams of super concentrate
4UFFWEEDåå'RANULESåTOåEACHåLITREåOFåWATERå%ACHåPOWERåPACKEDåGRANULEåDISSOLVESå
quickly to give you a highly effective triple action weed killer with fast brown out.
Always refer to the Tuffweed Commercial leaflet provided for comprehensive
information on weed control, application rates and critical comments to ensure an
effective result. Tuffweed is registered for use in home and garden, domestic, commercial,
industrial, public service areas, forestry and agriculture for the control of many weeds,
grasses, woody weeds and trees.

TUFFWEED: SUPER VALUE, SUPER QUALITY

Tuffweed 360 Aquatic and Tuffweed 680 Granules are developed in ISO 9001 Accredited
Laboratories and manufactured with the finest ingredients to the highest standards
to ensure excellent quality and value. Scientifically developed for Australia conditions.

QUALITY IS GUARANTEED.

See our full range at www.freezone.net.au

In your Control.
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WEED KILLER
Glyphosate 360 Aquatic
FEATURES & BENEFITS

så-ULTIåUSEåCOMMERCIALåWEEDåKILLERå
så)N BUILTåFORMULATIONåTECHNOLOGY
så!QUATICåFORMULATION
så0ETåANDåLIVESTOCKåFRIENDLY
så3UPERåVALUEåSUPERåQUALITY
såM,åå,åOFåREADYåTOåUSEåWEEDåKILLER

MULTI USE COMMERCIAL WEED KILLER:

Tuffweed 360 Commercial Weed Killer is developed to control a wide range of weeds,
grasses, woody weeds, trees and aquatic weeds, providing a powerful all-round weed killer.

IN BUILT SURFACTANT TECHNOLOGY:

Scientifically developed for Australian conditions and containing sophisticated in-built
surfactants, Tuffweed 360 Aquatic gives you a powerful all-round weed killer that is
NON RESIDUALåINåTHEåSOIL åRAINFASTåINååHRS åRAPIDåBROWNåOUTåANDåCANåBEåUSEDåONåTHEåWIDESTå
range of weeds, grasses, creepers, woody weeds, and unwanted or noxious trees.

AQUATIC USE:

Due to the surfactant technology, Tuffweed 360 Aquatic can be used to treat a range
of aquatic weeds in and around waterways. It is developed for use where aquatic life
maybe present. Tuffweed can also be used in and around drains,
PET FRIENDLY
channels, canals, creeks, dams, ponds and most places where
aquatic weeds are a problem.
Please note: Do not apply 0.5km from drinking water.

PET & LIVESTOCK FRIENDLY:

The ingredients used in Tuffweed 360 Aquatic are considered “not
harmful to mammals” and can be used around pets and livestock.
Always refer to the Tuffweed Commercial leaflet provided for comprehensive
information on weed control, application rates and critical comments to ensure
an effective result. Tuffweed is registered for use in the home and garden, domestic,
commercial, industrial, public service areas, forestry and agriculture.

OUTDOOR USE

MARKER DYE

™
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DYE YOUR WEEDS, DON’T KILL YOUR PLANTS

See our full range at www.freezone.net.au

In your Control.
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